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HMAS AE2 � Adjournment Debate 
HON PHIL EDMAN (South Metropolitan) [5.06 pm]: Tonight I stand to speak on an important part of 
Australia�s military history, the story of HMAS AE2, the actions of which in Australia�s Gallipoli campaign 
showed for the first time the potential of submarines to contribute to Australia�s war-fighting capacity.  

Before I begin, I would like to acknowledge some honourable guests sitting in the President�s gallery, as you 
have already done, Mr President�namely, the Western Australian Consul General for Turkey, Dr Cahit 
Yesertener; Commander of the Australian Submarine Forces, Commodore Steve Davies; executive officer of 
HMAS Stirling, Commander Angela Bond; the President of the Turkish Association of Western Australia, Seyit 
Kaplan; and the President of the Submarine Institute of Australia, Commodore Mike Deeks. I also acknowledge 
the only submariner ever elected to any Australian Parliament, Mr Joe Francis, MLA, member for Jandakot.  

As a young Australian who has never fought to protect our country and her people, it is a great privilege to speak 
today on the role of the AE2 in the first world war. I add that it was also a great privilege as an MLC for the 
South Metropolitan Region to have represented the Minister for Culture and the Arts, Hon John Day, MLA, on 
5 June this year in the unveiling of a plaque on the story of the AE2. Also present were Admiral Peter Briggs, 
chair of the AE2 Commemorative Foundation; Dr Cahit Yesertener, the Perth Consul General for Turkey; and Dr 
Ian MacLeod, executive director of the Western Australian Museum. To be in attendance with so many past and 
present members of the Australian Defence Force was a moving experience. To understand the great and many 
sacrifices of so many Australians who made possible the way of life we have today is something that will take 
many years to fully appreciate. Like most Australians, what I know about Gallipoli is mainly about the land 
adventures of the Army and little about the Royal Australian Navy, which is hard to explain because we are an 
island nation surrounded by water. We know of the heavy troop losses, acts of bravery and the hardships of 
battle that have helped form our national character. Yet few are aware of the involvement of the fledgling Royal 
Australian Navy and fewer still know of the story of HMAS AE2.  

Summarised in a simple time line, the AE2 story began with its commissioning in the United Kingdom on 
28 February 1914. On the last day of December 1914, it left Albany harbour in our great state of Western 
Australia following the main ANZAC convoy, and arrived in the Mediterranean Sea in January 1915 to 
participate in the Gallipoli campaign, until 30 April when the AE2 was scuttled in the Sea of Marmara, with all 
32 crew being rescued by the Turkish navy and taken as prisoners of war.  

These dates and facts do little justice to the rich story of AE2. It was the AE2 and its crew that succeeded below 
the surface when others had failed above. Attempts by the Royal and French navies to penetrate enemy lines had 
cost 700 lives, the sinking of three battleships and damage to a further three boats. Against impossible odds, the 
AE2 ventured alone into the Dardanelles and on 25 April demonstrated for the first time the unique capabilities 
of submarines to go where others could not, and doing so much on its own. It would be a shame if our island 
nation were to forget such a lesson. Penetrating the Dardanelles was not easy and although the AE2 was 
successful on 25 April, it was, in fact, her second attempt. The AE2 had originally planned to dive on the night of 
24 April but disaster struck when a shaft broke and she limped back to the harbour. The crew lost little time 
cursing their luck; however, I am sure that some cursing did occur. Once repaired, the AE2 returned for a second 
attempt and became the first vessel to penetrate the Turkish defences. Navigating through heavily mined waters, 
Captain Stoker pushed his crew and vessel to the limits, taking the AE2 to record depths. After breaking through 
enemy lines, the AE2 torpedoed a gunboat, drove off a battleship that was attacking the ANZAC forces on the 
land, and caused general havoc to the enemy. That was quite a day�s work! 

Upon reaching the Sea of Marmara, Stoker surfaced and signalled the Commander in Chief. This point is critical. 
Not only did the AE2�s signal encourage the Commander in Chief to press on with the landings, but also Captain 
Stoker could have honourably withdrawn at that point, but he did not. With fierce determination, he sailed on. 
Stoker and his crew are a rare breed. They showed teamwork and leadership of the highest calibre. They 
displayed bravery and determination that serves as an example to submariners today. On 30 April the AE2 fought 
with the Turkish torpedo boat Sultan Hissar and was damaged by three shells. At that time the AE2 was modern 
technology. Rather than see his vessel and its secrets fall into enemy hands, Stoker scuttled it. In admirable 
fashion, the crew was rescued by the Turkish Navy. 

For our two countries, Gallipoli marked a beginning; a beginning for both modern-day Australia and the 
Republic of Turkey. Today I acknowledge the extraordinary friendship that our two countries have. It is a 
friendship forged in battle and a friendship of two worthy opponents who always treated each other with respect. 

In closing, this story does not end in 1915 but rather it continues thanks to the AE2 Commemorative Foundation. 
After the wreck of the AE2 was identified in 1998, the AE2 Commemorative Foundation was founded in 2006 
and is chaired by Admiral Briggs. He took steps to preserve and protect the AE2. I am pleased to note that the 
divers from the 2007 expedition reported her to be in surprisingly good condition. The foundation is working to 
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not only preserve and protect the AE2, but also promote her story through a public education program that 
includes the placing of commemorative plaques. We are fortunate to have one of those plaques at the Maritime 
Museum in Fremantle, which will surely help the AE2 take its rightful place among the Gallipoli legends. It is 
pleasing also to note the leadership and efforts of the Submarine Institute of Australia and the AE2 
Commemorative Foundation to preserve, protect and promote this significant part of our naval heritage. We will 
look forward to their implementation plan, and, together with our good friends in Turkey, we will take the 
necessary steps to preserve and protect the AE2 and promote her story to future generations. 

In closing, I thank members for their attention and I hope that this speech has served to remind us of the great 
efforts and sacrifices that have been made on our behalf. To forget our history would be to forget where our 
freedom has come from. 
 


